SET UP INSTRUCTIONS
3738 – 46” BISCAYNE URN FOUNTAIN
3739 - TIKI POST WITH TOUNG OUT FOUNTAIN
3741 - TIKI POST FOUNTAIN
Open the bag containing the pump kit P22510. In the kit you will find:
1 - 40225 (225 gallon per hour pump) 1 – LED light kit (white)
1 – 3/4" kink free tubing 10” long
2 – no transformer LED light (white)
1 – tube of silicone
1 – rubber stopper
1 - 3/4" female adaptor
1 – 3/4" barb adaptor

1 - hose clamp
3 - #3 stopper with hole
1 – 3 way connector
1 – bag of stone

1. Find the fountain bowl, the pump and the three LED lights. Inside the fountain bowl there are three PVC inserts in a
row and a larger PVC insert in the center of the fountain bowl. Position the three PVC inserts that are in a row
towards the rear of the fountain. Find the three smaller rubber stoppers with a hole and slip one stopper onto the
power cord of each of the three LED lights about 36” from the LED light head with the smaller end facing away from the
LED light. Run the plug ends of the three LED lights down the three smaller PVC inserts and out the bottom of the
fountain bowl. Place the fountain bowl on a firm and level area where the fountain will remain.
2. Find the larger rubber stopper with a hole and slip the rubber stopper onto the power cord of the pump about 12” from
the body of the pump with the smaller end facing away for the pump. Run the plug end on the power cord of the pump
down the PVC insert located in the center of the fountain bowl and out the bottom of the fountain bowl. Retrieve the four
power cords from under the fountain bowl and place all in the groove in the bottom of the fountain bowl.
3. Find the tube of silicone. For a watertight seal apply silicone around the top inside edge of the four PVC inserts and
around the four rubber stoppers. Insert the four rubber stoppers snugly into the PVC inserts. Apply more silicone around
the top of the rubber stopper and the wires.
4. Find the 3/4" kink free tubing 10" long and attach one end to the outlet of the pump with the hose clamp. Find the 3/4"
female adaptor and the 3/4" barb adaptor and screw the two pieces together. Attach the barbed end of the 3/4" barb
adaptor to the end of the 3/4" kink free tubing. Place the pump with the tubing assembly in the center of the fountain bowl
lying on its side.
Carefully drape the three LED lights over the edge of the fountain bowl. Drape one LED light over the edge of the
fountain bowl directly out the back; drape the second LED light over the front left edge of the fountain bowl and the third
LED light over the front right edge of the fountain bowl. Find the pump cover plate and carefully position it inside the
fountain bowl lining up the three small holes in the cover plate with the three LED lights.
5. Find the finial. On a padded surface, CAREFULLY, lay the finial on its side. In the base of the finial there is a PVC
pipe. Clean any tape and or excess concrete from the pipe. Place the finial centered on the pump cover plate.
CAREFULLY tip the finial to one side and connect the slip end of the 3/4" female adapter onto the PVC pipe. Push the
adaptor onto the PVC pipe until it bottoms out. Position the finial centered on the pump cover plate.
Place the three LED lights in the three holes that are in the pump cover plate. Place the wire in the groove and push the
rest of the wire back down into the fountain bowl.
6. Fill the fountain bowl with tap water. Find the bag of stone. Arrange one layer of stones on the pump cover plate
around the finial and the LED lights. Use the whole bag of stones.
7. Connect the power cords for the three LED light to the 3 way connector and then connect the 3 way connector to the
transformer. Plug both the pump and the LED light transformer into a 110VAC GFCI protected outlet.
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